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Members

- Ray Plzak [Chair]
- Raimundo Beca
- Mike Silber
- George Sadowsky
- Jonne Soinnen [non voting member]
- Jean-Jacques Subrenat

Support Staff:
Marco Lorenzoni
Current Status

- Received 3 Reports (Bd, NomCom, SSAC)
- Monitored Implementation Efforts
- Began Dialogue w/ BGC
- Monitored Ongoing Review & WG Efforts
- Initiated TOR Prep (ASO, TLG)
Planned Activities

Reviews

- Close WG (Bd, NomCom, SSAC)
- Discuss Governance Issues w/ BGC
- Monitor Implementation Efforts
- Complete RSSAC WG Effort
- Begin TLG Review Effort
- Complete ASO Reviewer Selection
Asante!
Thank you